
About BackUP Telecom Consulting 

BackUP Telecom Consulting is headquartered in Murfreesboro, Tennessee and was 
founded by Mary Lou Carey in 2003. The company provides consulting services to 
clients throughout the United States, primarily in the areas of Trunk Engineering, CLEC 
Support, Bill Auditing and Bill Management, and Training and Development. 

Ms. Carey began her career in the telecommunications industry in 1997 and gained 
valuable experience with major telecommunications carriers (Pacific Bell and AT&T) 
and also a private consulting firm (RCC Consultants) prior to forming BackUP Telecom. 

Ms. Carey received much of her network engineering training from Pacific Bell, where 
she worked as a Trunk Forecasting Supervisor in the Trunk Planning and Engineering 
(TPE) department. At Pacific Bell, she was responsible for publishing the trunking 
forecast, managing capacity issues and coordinating the TPE projects relating to all 
Pacific Bell, CLEC, ILEC, IXC, Wireless, Paging and ISP trunk groups in the San 
Francisco and Santa Rosa tandem areas. 

As a CLEC Consultant with RCC Consultants in Portland, Oregon, Ms. Carey was 
instrumental in helping several new CLECs successfully establish their network from the 
ground up. Mary Lou provided her clients with AOCN / code administration, ASR 
Provisioning, Joint Planning, NRUF and Trunk Forecasting, and Project Management 
services. She also helped resolve translation problems and provided training and 
educational materials to clients who brought their provisioning and code administration 
functions in-house. Ms. Carey also received her bill audit training while working for 
RCC Consultants where she performed audits and negotiated settlements for universities, 
churches, businesses, individuals and CLEC clients. 

At 365 Wireless, LLC, Ms. Carey performs important functions for the Company 
including network design and provisioning along with engineering consultation. 



About i2Gemini 

i2Gemini, headquartered in Hersey, Pennsylvania, provides telecom engineering 
solutions that enable businesses to reduce their network and transport costs while 
increasing in-house organizational efficiency. i2Gemini customers are local, long 
distance and competitive local exchange carriers, Internet service providers, financial and 
e-comrnerce companies, government agencies and insurance companies. 

The company produces decision support tools that enable clients to manage both 
equipment and staffing resources in today's increasingly competitive and economically 
challenging environment. i2Gemini's mission is to be the most relied-upon resource for 
collecting, analyzing, understanding network and tariff, rate and regulatory information 
that add to the complex conditions which businesses address on a daily basis. 

In developing pricing models, i2Gemini considers the appropriate usage rate elements 
including tandem switching and transport, local switching and various multiplexing 
components to produce a single rate (for both and inter- and intrastate pricing). The 
computed costs include use of the accurate distances from the Access Tandem to the End 
Office plus any additional costs involved where an End Office is a Remote served from 
an Intermediate or Host End Office. The results are provided by jurisdiction, end office, 
OCN, state and access tandem. 

i2Gemini, founded in 1980 by Michael T. Hills, PhD, delivers expertise and extensive 
industry experience with a dedicated staff that can guide organizations across a wide 
spectrum of industry financial and operational goals. i2Gemini supplies products and 
services throughout the United States, Canada, Europe, South America and Australia. 

At 365 Wireless, LLC, i2Gemini provides important analytical services instrumental to 
the development of pricing models that ensure the company is both financially strong and 
also competitive in the states in which in operates. 


